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Presenter
Presentation Notes
My background: co-editor JSP with Hartley Dean since 2009editorial board SP&A, JPSJ (Fran now co-edits)Dept of Social Policy – teach on poverty & social exclusion, theories of social justice, research designCentre for Analysis of Social Exclusion – research on capability approach, inequality, social care



7 steps to success

1. Try to have more than one paper ‘in the pipeline’

2. Select the right journal and research it carefully

• Read the journal’s scope and aims
• Look at the contents of a recent issue and skim-read some 

articles
• Find out who the editors are and what they have written
• Know its ranking and reputation

 the ranking everybody loves to hate
• Consider a journal special issue

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s a chancey business, so try to avoid putting all your eggs in one basket. If you can maintain a ‘flow’ of papers at various stages of the process, that will helpAround 1 in 6 papers are rejected from JSP without going to referees because they are out of scope or don’t meet our basic criteria (substantial contribution to debate)	- ISI rankings	- compiled by Thomson Reuters	- look at 5 year impact factor



7 steps to success

1. Try to have more than one paper ‘in the pipeline’

2. Select the right journal and research it carefully

3. Write a good paper!

• Original

• Rigorous

• Significant

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Original: not a problem for articles based on PhD research. But you need to bring out in what ways it is original: what is the key contribution it makes / key gap it fills / key problem it addresses? = Abstract, Introduction & Conclusion.Rigorous: again, not a problem for PhD research. But you need to get the balance right between providing enough methodological information for the reader to judge, but not overloading the paper so that it becomes unbalanced. So you have 2/3 in the bag – unlike many more senior researchers, who may be scrabbling around to put a few half-baked ideas on paper to get a last-minute REF submission. But third criterion – significance – can be where PhD researchers have a harder time. (1) Highly specialised. (2) Can’t see wood for the trees. Need to answer the ‘So what?’ question.* A chapter is not an article. Articles are shorter, self-contained, and address a different audience.* Essential to relate to wider debates within the discipline. Your paper might be a case study of homelessness services in Oxford, but you can contextualise it in relation to marketization of welfare, etc. * Essential for top journals to establish relevance for an international audience. 4/5 of submissions to JSP (I guess) either fail in this entirely or it is one of the things we ask authors to address in their revisions.* Think about why it is a timely contribution.



7 steps to success

1. Try to have more than one paper ‘in the pipeline’

2. Select the right journal and research it carefully

3. Write a good paper!

4. Be strategic in the way you present the paper

• write clearly and avoid overly elaborate language 
• if English is not your first language, consider using a proofreader
• remove all traces of it being PhD research
• Abstract, Introduction and Conclusion are crucial
• acknowledge limitations but don’t dwell on them
• reference your preferred referees (a lot!)
• be tactful, even where critical of other authors
• reference relevant papers in your target journal

Presenter
Presentation Notes
obscure is not scholarly!by all means thank you supervisor but don’t call him/her your supervisor! Paper or article, not chapter. etc. Abstract should convey they key argument and findings of the article, not simply describe its structure. For a theoretical piece: what is key argument and why is this important. For an empirical piece: Background, Research qu, Methods, Findings, Implications.Intro: grab reader’s attention early. Establish relationship with broader debates. Identify key gap in literature this piece fills. Say why it is timely. Conc: Implications (for policy if a policy journal)



7 steps to success

1. Try to have more than one paper ‘in the pipeline’

2. Select the right journal and research it carefully

3. Write a good paper!

4. Be strategic in the way you present the paper

5. Seek feedback from colleagues before submission

• seminar and conference presentations
• working papers
• reading a draft article

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Much better to flush out potential criticisms / weaknesses at this stage than wait for referees’ reports



7 steps to success

1. Try to have more than one paper ‘in the pipeline’

2. Select the right journal and research it carefully

3. Write a good paper!

4. Be strategic in the way you present the paper

5. Seek feedback from colleagues before submission

6. Act promptly on comments from referees
• minor revisions: may be editorial decision
• major revisions / revise & resubmit: will go back to referees 

(same or different ones)
• reject: this is the *expected* outcome. Try not to take it 

personally. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Extremely rare articles are accepted without revisions (unlike theses!)Journals vary in their practice & eventual acceptance rate; JSP is about 1 in 5Minor/major revisions is very good news: you’re ¾ of the way to publication, provided you can make the revisions Revise & resubmit is also good news: in JSP more than 50% of those resubmitted will make it to publicationReject is to be expected; try not to take it personally. My own experience... Maybe referee has a chip on his/her shoulder, having a bad day...



Making revisions

• Try not to react defensively
• Pay careful attention to editorial remarks (if any)
• If referees disagree, either use this to your advantage or query with 

editors the direction you should take
• Revise the paper taking seriously each of referees’ comments
• Keep a note of how you do so and turn this into a covering note 

when you resubmit
• Don’t use ‘track changes’ (unless you’re asked to)
• Aim to resubmit within 3 months unless otherwise instructed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Take it as constructive criticism (even if tone suggests otherwise!)You don’t have to accept referee’s suggestions – but it helps! If you don’t, explain extra-carefully why not. Remember the piece may be sent back to the same referees.The more detailed your covering note is, the better: it shows you’ve taken the process seriously



7 steps to success

1. Try to have more than one paper ‘in the pipeline’

2. Select the right journal and research it carefully

3. Write a good paper!

4. Be strategic in the way you present the paper

5. Seek feedback from colleagues before submission

6. Act promptly on comments from referees

7. Don’t give up!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Try, try and try again. A cascade of journals – start at the top and work your way down. There’s a home for it somewhere. 
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